Larson Davis Laboratories and its parent company, PCB Group, have announced the creation of a new Division, Larson Davis Industrial. Larson Davis Industrial has been created to take advantage of unique market opportunities for the Worker Safety Products that exist throughout the Industrial Hygiene and Occupational Safety disciplines, says the company.
Silvertown UK Limited will be exhibiting its diverse range of high technology rubber products for the defence industry on stand 1565 at DSEi '99 (Defence Systems and Equipment International) in the UK's Chertsey Conference and Exhibition Centre from 14 to 17 September. The Silvertown range includes anti-vibration and shock mounts for naval use as well as "Silverline" waterlubricated marine shaft bearings, flexible suction entries and the new fire-protected version of the Andre flexible expansion joint.
NCT Group, Inc. announced in late June the signing of a Letter of Intent with Pro Tech Communications, Inc. to the effect that NCTI's subsidiary NCT Hearing Products, Inc. will acquire 60% of the common stock of Pro Tech in exchange for rights to NCTI technologies, including its NoiseBuster active noise reduction and the ClearSpeech noise and echo cancellation, to use in lightweight cellular, multimedia and telephony headsets.
Casella has announced that it has acquired the business and undertaking of SGS Environment, a division of SGS (UK) Ltd. Ownership of the business is transferred to the Casella Group, the leading UK environmental services group, with effect from 23rd June 1999.
LMS International has announced that the principal shareholders of LMS have come to an agreement with the MacNeal Schwendler Corporation to repurchase the shares that MSC held in LMS. The repurchase represents a strategic transaction for LMS. LMS pursues global market leadership in Hybrid Engineering Solutions including Test and Virtual Prototyping. With no formal links to MSC, LMS can actively pursue alternative partnership.
UK Company Sound Attenuators Limited (SAL), part of the Salex Group, has awarded French manufacturer Evendia a manufacturing license. The license will allow Evendia to produce products created by SAL in the UK for sale in France. This is the twenty-second manufacturing license granted by SAL to manufacturers throughout the world, and reflects increasing international demand for SAL products.
Average speeds on English trunk roads were nearly 6 mph slower in the morning peak period of 1998 than equivalent speeds in 1995, according to the report "Traffic Speeds on English Trunk Roads: 1998', published by the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions.
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